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Abstract: An accurate description of the transition corridor is of great significance for the flight
process of the vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). To
study the transition flight process of vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAVs, the dynamic
model and transition corridor model of this type of UAV are established in the current article. The
method for establishing the model is based on a reasonable match of the power and aerodynamic
force of this type of UAV. From the perspective of flight dynamics, the ducted lift-increasing system’s
deflection angle–speed envelope is studied with the maximum lift coefficient of the wing and the
system’s available power. The influence of the overall parameters and energy parameters of the
UAV on the deflection angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system is analyzed, and a
method is proposed to expand the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV’s transition corridor.
Taking the UAV as the object, using the established model, the transition flight corridor of the
UAV is obtained, the influence of the control parameters on the transition flight is studied, and
the appropriate transition flight control strategy is determined. At the same time, the influence of
the overall parameters and energy parameters on the transition corridor is calculated. According
to the calculation results, the effect of expanding the flight corridor of the UAV is more obvious
when increasing the available power than when increasing the aerodynamic parameters by the
same proportion.

Keywords: VTOL fixed-wing UAV; flight envelope; transition corridor; available power; stall angle
of attack; force analysis

1. Introduction

The vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV can achieve zero-speed take-off
and landing without the need for a runway as in the case of the conventional aircraft. In
the vertical take-off and landing mode, it is capable of hovering. In fixed-wing mode,
high-speed and long-term flight can be achieved. It is one of the best choices to perform
reconnaissance and monitoring tasks in special environments [1–5]. In this work, a ducted
vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV scheme is proposed. For this type of vertical
take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV, the transition flight corridor (envelope) is studied.

There are many studies on the tilting corridor of the tilt-rotor vertical take-off and
landing aircraft. Rajan Gill [6] studied a vertical take-off and landing unmanned aerial
vehicle, presented with a quadrotor design for propulsion and attitude stabilization and
an annular wing that provides lift in forward flight. Luz M. Sanchez-Rivera [7] focused
on the Dual Tilt-Wing UAV, a vehicle capable of performing both flight modes (VTOL
and CTOL). The complete dynamic model of a UAV was obtained using the Newton–
Euler formulation, which includes aerodynamic effects as the drag and lift forces of the
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wings, which are a function of airstream generated by the rotors, cruise speed, tilt-wing
angle, and angle of attack. The airstream velocity generated by the rotors was studied in
a test bench. Seongwook Choi et al. [8] took the scaled-down prototype as the research
object, then predicted the transition corridor of the tilt-rotor aircraft through blade element
theory and momentum theory, and compared the nacelle inclination angle and flight speed
envelope with experimental test results. After a series of flight tests, they determined
the transition from helicopter mode to fixed-wing mode. Sergio Garcia-Nieto [9] studied
unmanned aerial vehicles operating in this configuration, which were also categorized as
hybrid UAVs due to dual flight envelope—hovering like a multi-rotor and cruising like
a traditional fixed-wing, the two different dynamics enable UAVs to carry out complex
missions. Siddhant Panigrahi et al. [10] discussed the overall conceptual design, dynamic
modeling, computational simulation, and experimental analysis of the novel hybrid fixed-
wing bicopter with thrust vectoring capabilities, with the aim of substantially increasing
the flight range and endurance compared to conventional aircraft rotorcraft configurations.
Cao Yunyun [11,12] proposed a power system of the tilt angle–speed envelope of the
transitional flight from vertical take-off and landing to horizontal flight for this kind of
aircraft. The envelope analysis method was studied from the two aspects of low speed and
high speed, the matching relationship of each power in the transition process was analyzed,
and the tilt–speed envelope of the wing stall limit was determined. Wan Huafang [13]
aimed to determine the range of values of the attitude angle of the tilt-rotor aircraft during
flight trim. Taking the XV-15 aircraft as an example, the transition corridor was calculated
and determined, and a transition route was found within the envelope of the transition
corridor, for which the trim attitude angle of the XV-15 was the smallest during the
transition flight. Chen Yong et al. [14] aimed at studying the complex control characteristics
of the tilt-rotor aircraft with both vector dynamic control and aerodynamic rudder surfaces.
The transitional states were balanced and trimmed, the control quantities of each state
were calculated, and the transition corridor was designed. Zhu Han et al. [15] established
the aerodynamic model of the body parts for high-speed helicopters with fixed wings.
Furthermore, a full dynamics model of the entire machine was established, and on this
basis, the state point analysis method was used to determine the safe transition corridor of
the high-speed helicopter. With the analysis of the model, different flight speeds and pitch
angles were obtained, and the transition flight corridor of the high-speed helicopter was
obtained by combining the state variables. Duan Saiyu et al. [16] established a mathematical
model of the flight dynamics of a compound coaxial helicopter. Taking a small coaxial fixed-
wing helicopter as an example, the Newton iteration method was used to complete the
trimming of the attitude and control quantity at different flight speeds, and the preliminary
calculation method was given for the transition flight corridor.

The above works mainly focused on the transitional flight corridors of tilt-rotor aircraft
and purely ducted aircraft. However, there is little work on the transition corridor of vertical
take-off and landing fixed-wing UAVs powered by ducts and lift fans. In this work, a
ducted vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV is taken as the research object. The
UAV power system is divided into two parts: one is the front lift fan system, and the
other is the ducted lift-increasing system composed of the duct and the small wing surface
(see Figure 1). The lift fan system is a coaxial rotor system that includes an upper rotor
and a lower rotor, and the upper and lower rotor moments cancel each other out. The
UAV of this configuration can achieve vertical take-off and landing, as well as the high
speed and long endurance of the fixed-wing aircraft. The objectives of this work are to
establish a transition corridor model of this type of UAV, to find its flight boundary, and
to propose a method to expand the flight corridor. Based on the matching of UAV power
and aerodynamic balance, a vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV transition flight
corridor is established from the perspective of flight dynamics. The left boundary of the
transition corridor is determined by the maximum lift coefficient. The right boundary of
the corridor is determined by the UAV’s available power. Finally, the UAV is calculated
for the transition corridor. Then, the flight envelope of the vertical take-off and landing
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fixed-wing UAV is analyzed based on overall parameters, and a method is provided for
the design of the transitional corridor of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV.
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Figure 1. Conceptual graphs of vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV, which includes a lift
fan and ducted lift-increasing system.

2. UAV Dynamic Model

Aerodynamic modeling of the UAV adopts the airframe axis coordinate system and
the earth axis system (see in Figure 2). The origin of the axis system is at the center of
gravity of the UAV. The x-axis points forward along the plane of symmetry of the fuselage.
The y-axis is perpendicular to the x-axis. The z-axis is determined by the right-hand rule.
The x-axis and z-axis constitute the symmetry of the fuselage. Modeling of the lift fan and
duct is based on the self-body axis system, which is an independent system of the lift fan
and duct.
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The process of UAV take-off and transition to level flight is shown in Figure 3. During
vertical take-off and landing, the duct deflects to provide upward thrust, and the lift fan
in front also generates upward thrust. In the transition process, the forward-flying thrust
is obtained by deflecting the duct inclination, and the transition from vertical take-off to
horizontal flight is completed under certain control strategies. In level flight, the duct is
deflected to the horizontal position, and the flight is controlled by the deflection of the
control surface.
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In the process of modeling the vertical take-off and landing UAV, the coordinate
system and angle need to be defined. Fang Zhenping [17] studied the coordinate system
and the conversion relationship, and the Euler transformation relationship between the
ground coordinate system and the airframe coordinate system (see in Figure 4) is used
in this article. Yaw angle ψ: the angle between the projection of the body axis Oxb on the
horizontal plane Oxgyg and the Oxg axis. The angle is positive when the aircraft yaws right.
Pitch angle θ: the angle between the body axis Oxb and the horizontal plane Oxgyg. When
the head of the aircraft is raised, the angle is positive. Roll angle φ: the angle between the
plane of symmetry of the aircraft and the vertical plane containing the Oxb axis. The angle
is positive when the aircraft rolls right.
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According to the general law of coordinate transformation, the transformation matrix
Rbg from the earth coordinate system to the body coordinate system can be obtained as

Rbg =

 cosθcosψ cosθsinψ −sinθ
sinθsinφcosψ− cosφsinψ sinθsinφsinψ + cosφcosψ sinφcosθ
sinθcosφcosψ + sinφsinψ sinθcosφsinψ− sinφcosψ cosφcosθ


We project the aerodynamic forces and aerodynamic moments of the lift fan and

ducted lift-increasing system, and combine the control equations to obtain the nonlinear
flight dynamics mathematical equations of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing
UAV. The mathematical model of nonlinear flight dynamics can generally be written in the
form of a first-order differential equation:

.
y = f (y, u; t) (1)

where y represents all of the state quantities of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing
UAV flight dynamics equation, and u represents the control quantities of the vertical
take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV, and they are defined as

y = [u, v, w, p, q, r, θ, φ, ψ]T (2)

u =
[

p f , pd, δpr, δpp, δ f u, δ f d, δdi, δe, δa

]T
(3)

The force and moment of the body expressed by the state quantity of the dynamic
equation, that is, the reference motion parameter y used in the equation, are as follows:

Fx = Tdicosαdi − Dmwcosαd − Lsinα− Lmwsinαd − Dcosαcosβ− Ccosαsinβ
Fy = Ccosβ− Dsinβ
Fz = Lcosα− Tf − Lmwcosαd + Dmwsinαd − Tdisinαdi − Dcosβsinα− Csinαsinβ

 (4)
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Mx = Lw
My = Mw − (Lmwcosαd − Dmwsinαd)lmw + Tf l f − Tdildisinαdi
Mz = Nw

(5)

It can be seen in the body axis formation process that ψ is formed by the angular
velocity dψ/dt along the zg axis; θ is formed by the angular velocity dθ/dt along the y′

axis, which is projected along the body axis as
[
0,

.
θ cos φ,−

.
θ sin φ

]T
; φ is formed by the

angular velocity dφ/dt along the xb axis. It can be concluded that the projection of the
rotational angular velocity on the shaft system of the body is

p =
.
φ +

.
ψsinθ

q =
.
θcosφ +

.
ψsinφcosθ

r = −
.
θsinφ +

.
ψcosφcosθ

 (6)

The solution result is a dynamic equation rotating around the center of mass, expressed as

dφ
dt = p + tanθ(qsinφ + rcosφ)
dθ
dt = qcosφ− rsinφ
dψ
dt = 1

cosθ (qsinφ + rcosφ)

 (7)

The above Formulas (4), (5) and (7) are the dynamic model of the vertical take-off and
landing fixed-wing UAV.

3. UAV Transition Corridor

In the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV, its power configuration is quite
different from that of a helicopter. It is mainly composed of a front lift fan and a rear
ducted lift-increasing system. In fixed-wing flight mode, the front lift fan turns off, and the
ducted lift-increasing system deflects to level. The duct is used as the propulsion power,
and the wing is the lift surface. During the transitional flight, the ducted lift-increasing
system keeps deflecting, and the power of the lift fan keeps changing. When the UAV
is flying at low speed, a faster deflection of the ducted lift-increasing system may cause
the wing to stall and fail to complete the transition. When the flying speed of the UAV is
too high, the deflection of the ducted lift-increasing system may cause problems such as
insufficient available power. The ducted lift-increasing system’s deflection angle–speed
envelopes studied in this paper are carried out at low and high speeds. The low-speed
section is the left boundary of the flight transition corridor, while the high-speed section is
the right boundary.

3.1. Transition Window

The flight transition window refers to the collection of parameters of the external
conditions and the aircraft’s own conditions required to complete a certain flight task [18].
The transition flight window in this article can be divided into the transition beginning
window and the transition ending window. The resultant force parameter matching
between the beginning window and the ending window can form the transition flight
corridor. The transition beginning window is the flight state hovering at a safe altitude
after vertical take-off; the transition ending window is the flight state meeting the safe level
flight speed. The transition beginning window usually meets a certain safety height. In
this paper, based on the experience of helicopters, this height is set as 20 m. The transition
ending window usually has three important flight parameters, namely, flight speed, power
thrust, and attitude of the UAV, which can be calculated via Formula (8)–(10):

G = L =
1
2

ρV2
s · S · CLmax (8)

Vsa f e = 1.2Vs (9)
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M = 0 (10)

where G is the weight of the UAV; L is the aerodynamic lift; ρ is the air density; Vs is the
stall speed of the UAV; S is the wing area; CLmax is the maximum lift coefficient of the
UAV; Vsa f e is the safe flight speed of the terminal window; and M is the torque. For the
equilibrium equation, see Formula (11):

Tf cosθ + Tdisin(αdi + θ) + L = G
Tf · l f = Tdisinαdi · ldi

}
(11)

where Tf is the thrust of lift fan; Tdi is the thrust of the ducted lift-increasing system; θ is
the pitch angle of the aircraft; αdi is the deflection angle of the ducted force; l f is the lift fan
lever; ldi is the increased lift ducted lever.

3.2. Ducted Lift-Increasing System’s Deflection Angle–Speed Envelope Based on Stall Angle
of Attack

The transition corridor in the low-speed section starts from the hovering state until
the ducted lift-increasing system deflects to the fixed-wing flight mode. At this time, the
angle of attack is the stall angle of attack. When hovering, the aerodynamic force of the
ducted lift-increasing system and the aerodynamic force of the front lift fan balance the
gravity of the UAV. Under normal circumstances, the attitude angle of the UAV is zero.
At this time, the lift fan pull and ducted lift-increasing system’s aerodynamic force are
vertically upward. Due to the existence of the small wing, the deflection angle of the rising
duct is generally less than 90 degrees. The aerodynamic deflection angle of the ducted
lift-increasing system is related to the deflection angle of the duct and the deflection angle
of the small wing, which can be expressed as

idi = f (id, iiw) (12)

where idi is the resultant deflection angle of the ducted lift-increasing system, id is the
deflection angle of the duct relative to the airframe, and iiw is the deflection angle of the
ducted lift-increasing system relative to the small wing.

Figure 5 shows the force diagram of the UAV during the transition flight. In this
diagram, α is the fuselage angle of attack, and L and D are the wing aerodynamic lift and
drag respectively, which include the aerodynamic force of the main wing’s free flow and
the main wing-induced aerodynamic force. According to the force of the UAV, the balance
relationship can be analyzed as follows:

Tf cosα + Tdisin(α + idi) + LA = G
Tdicos(α + idi)− Tf sinα = DA

}
(13)

where lift LA and drag DA can be expressed as

LA = L + Lmw = qw A f wCL +
1
2 ρV2

in · CL · Amv · ηLmw
DA = D + Dmw = qw A f wCD + 1

2 ρV2
in · CD · Amw · ηDmw

(14)

where subscript “A” represents all aerodynamic forces, including free-flow aerodynamic
forces and induced aerodynamic forces on the main wing caused by duct inlet airflow. Lmw
and Dmw in the formula are the induced lift and induced drag of the duct on the main wing,
and the subscript “mw” represents the main wing-induced force.

During the transition of a vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV, the gravity of
the UAV is mainly balanced by the lift fan and the ducted lift-increasing system to transition
to aerodynamic balance. Early transition flight speed is low, and the wing provides a lift
limitation to the critical stall angle of attack. When calculating the envelope of the transition
low-speed section, the maximum angle of attack is taken as the critical angle of attack, and
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the maximum angle of attack in the low-speed section of the transition flight envelope
satisfies the following relationship:

αl j = iw + α (15)

where αl j is the critical angle of attack of the wing and iw is the wing installation angle.
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3.3. Deflection Angle–Speed Envelope Based on Power Limit in Ducted Lift-Increasing System

The envelope of the equilibrium state gives the deflection angle–speed envelope of
the ducted lift-increasing system on the premise that the wing does not stall. However,
in actual flight, as long as the power is sufficient, the UAV can complete transition well
even if the wing is stalled. In this section, the deflection angle–velocity envelope of the
ducted lift-increasing system is determined according to the available power of the ducted
lift-increasing system as a constraint [19].

The ducted lift-increasing system must satisfy the balance of the lift fan and ducted
lift-increasing system aerodynamic force and the airframe aerodynamic force with the
gravity of the UAV during the deflection process, and the available power of the lift fan
and ducted lift-increasing system are required during the transitional flight.

The required power Pr of the lift fan and the duct is the same, which is composed of
the induced power Pi, type resistance power Ppr, waste resistance power Pp, and climbing
power Pc.

Pr =
2

ηp

(
Pi + Ppr + Pp + Pc

)
(16)

where ηp is the transmission loss coefficient from the engine to the blades.
According to the conservation of energy and momentum theorem, the expressions

of the waste resistance power Pp, induced power Pi and climb power Pc can be expressed
as follows:

Pipc = T(Uc + vi) (17)

where Uc is the vertical velocity of the blade plane and vi is the induced velocity of the
rotor blade.

Considering the existence of multi-blade blades in the lift fan and duct, the induced
speed is non-uniform. In this paper, the induced speed is modified by Kind, and the above
formula becomes

Pipc = T(Uc + Kindvi) (18)

According to the blade element theory, the rotor-type resistance power can be ex-
pressed as

Ppr = Ppr0(1 + 4.7µ) (19)

where Ppr0 = σπR2ρV3
t cd/8, σ is the solidity of the rotor, cd is the drag coefficient of the

blade, Vt is the tip speed of the rotor, and µ is the forward ratio. For lift fans and duct
power components, their power can be obtained by the above formula [12].
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Thus, in the case of the power limitation, the VTOL fixed-wing UAV’s angle–speed
envelope boundary must satisfy the force balance, and, at the same time, the total power of
the lift fan and duct must be less than the available power of the system Pn, i.e., Pr < Pn.

3.4. Transition Corridor Calculation

The transition corridor is the transition flight envelope. Equation (13) is the balance
equation that is used to calculate the vertical take-off and landing transition corridor of the
fixed-wing UAV. Equations (8) and (13) can be combined to solve three unknowns, namely,
the thrust of the lift fan Tf , the thrust of the ducted lift-increasing system Tdi, and the thrust
deflection angle of the ducted lift-increasing system idi. When calculating the deflection
angle of the ducted lift-increasing system based on the stall speed, the thrust of the lift fan,
the thrust of the ducted lift-increasing system, and the thrust deflection angle of the ducted
lift-increasing system are used as the solution. When calculating the deflection angle of the
ducted lift-increasing system based on the power, the power of the lift fan and the duct are
limited, and the attitude of the UAV is used as the solution.

Firstly, the power parameters of the beginning window of the transition flight envelope
are determined by the hovering state Formula (11). The UAV aerodynamic coefficients
CL and CD at different flight speeds are calculated according to Formula (8). The above
calculation results are substituted into Formula (14) to calculate the aerodynamic force
of the UAV, and the final aerodynamic result is substituted into the balance Formula (13).
Using the lift fan force Tf , ducted lift-increasing system force Tdi, and force deflection angle
idi as solution quantities for the trim calculation, the deflection angle–velocity envelope of
the ducted lift-increasing system based on stall speed can be obtained. When calculating
the deflection angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system based on power,
given the deflection angle value of the ducted lift-increasing system, the required power of
the component is calculated according to the power formula, and, finally, the power-based
transition flight envelope of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV is obtained
according to the output power limitation of the power components.

4. Results and Discussion

Taking a certain type of vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV as a case
prototype, the ducted lift-increasing system’s deflection angle–speed envelope during
the transition flight is calculated [20]. Wang C et al. [20] studied the dynamic modeling
and transitional flight strategy of this type of aircraft but did not study its transitional
flight corridor. The calculation of the transitional flight corridor is studied in detail below.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between the lift coefficient and drag coefficient of the
prototype during transitional flight with the angle of attack. In the legend, “12-A0-5”
means that the ducted lift-increasing system has a single ducted power of 12N, the angle
of attack is 0◦, and the free flow is 5 m/s. The aerodynamic data at specific state points
in the transition process are calculated based on the aerodynamic coefficient curve. The
rated power and calculation parameters of the lift fan and ducted lift-increasing system are
shown in Table 1.

4.1. Calculation Results

In Figure 7a, declination angle–speed envelope of the UAV ducted lift-increasing
system is calculated based on the case of the stall angle of attack. It can be seen that in the
hover phase, the force deflection angle of the ducted lift-increasing system is 75 degrees,
and the minimum flight speed when deflected to the fixed-wing flight mode is 43 m/s.
Figure 7b shows the curve of lift fan thrust, the thrust of the ducted lift-increasing system,
and body lift and drag in the transitional flight envelope. It can be seen that when hovering,
the gravity of the UAV is balanced by the pull force of the lift fan and the ducted lift-
increasing system. With the deflection of the ducted lift-increasing system, the lift of the
UAV is provided by the power components and gradually transitions to the wings. As
speed increases, the lift and drag of the UAV also increase.
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Table 1. Calculation parameters and empirical coefficients.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

id/◦ 0–30 Pf /kW 26 ηp 0.95
idi/◦ 0–95 Pd/kW 14
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Figure 7. The calculation result of the transition corridor based on the maximum lift coefficient. (a) Deflection angle of
ducted lift-increasing system force. (b) Power and lift and drag curve.

Figure 8a is given based on a power limit of the deflection angle–speed envelope of
the ducted lift-increasing system. The results in this figure differ from those shown in
Figure 7a in that in the high-speed range, the perpendicular angle of the ducted force may
be maintained until the trigger power limit. Figure 8b shows the curve of the power of
the UAV’s power components with the flight speed during the transition process under
different attitude angles. Under the condition of power limitation, if the required power and
the maximum available power are equal, a power-based deflection angle–speed envelope
of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV’s ducted lift-increasing system can
be obtained. It can be seen that with the increase in speed at the same attitude angle, the
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required power first decreases and then increases, which is closely related to the inflow
characteristics of the duct. At the same time, it can be seen from the three curves with
different attitude angles that the transition power at a large attitude angle is greater than
that at a low angle of attack. The large attitude angle transition will trigger the power limit
at low speed, because the higher the attitude angle is, the greater the resistance during the
transition and the greater the required power.
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Figure 8. Results of the calculation of the transition corridor calculation based on power limitation. (a) Deflection angle of
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Combining the flight envelope calculated based on the stall angle of attack and the
flight envelope calculated based on the power limit, the transition flight corridor of the
vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV can be obtained (see in Figure 9). It can
be seen that the left boundary of the transition corridor in the low-speed section is the
deflection angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system based on the stall angle
of attack, and the right boundary of the high-speed section is the power-based deflection
angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system. The UAV can complete the
transition flight in the transition corridor between the two envelopes.
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4.2. Influence Analysis of the Manipulation Parameter

The transitional flight process of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV is
the intermediate process connecting the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing flight pro-
cess, and it is an important flight mode of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV.
During the transition flight, the ducted lift-increasing system deflects continuously, the
aerodynamic configuration changes accordingly, and the aerodynamic force also changes
accordingly. Transition flight is also a dangerous flight mode. The larger the declination
angle–speed envelope of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV’s ducted lift-
increasing system, the easier it is to achieve the transitional flight process. Within the flight
envelope, the flight attitude of the UAV and the speed of power deflection have a certain
impact on the transition process.

In the transition process, on the premise of ensuring longitudinal balance, the tran-
sition at different pitch angles will have different transition state characteristics (see in
Figures 10 and 11). From the calculation of flight data, it can be seen that in the ducted
deflection data, when transitioning at a large attitude angle, the duct deflection can be
completed at a lower flight speed, while for transition flight at a small attitude angle, a
higher flight speed is required, as it allows for the flight transition to be completed.

When deflection rates of the duct are different, fixed-wing vertical take-off and landing
UAVs have different trim-flying capabilities. Within the allowable range of the power
system, the deflection rate of the duct can vary from 1◦/s to 29◦/s (see in Figure 12). When
the deflection rate of the duct exceeds 29◦/s, transition flight will exceed the lift fan trim
capability of the aircraft, and, therefore, it cannot be completed.

The simulation result is calculated under the stable equilibrium state of the UAV.
In this state, it is found that when the transition time is the target, the smaller the pitch
attitude angle, the faster the completion time of the transition flight. Taking the dynamic
characteristics of the power system as the target, it is found that the transition flight can
be completed stably when the pitch angle is 3◦, the duct deflection rate is 5◦/s, and the
deflection rate of the small wing surface is 1.5◦/s.

4.3. Influence Analysis of the Overall Parameter

In aircraft design, the way in which the overall parameters of the vertical take-off
and landing fixed-wing UAV affect the flight envelope is straightforward. In this work,
the flight envelope of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV is analyzed from
the perspective of overall parameters, and a method for the design of the transitional
corridor of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV is proposed. The deflection
angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system based on the stall angle of attack
is calculated with the maximum lift coefficient, and the stall angle of attack of the wing
is mainly affected by the wing area, the wing lift coefficient, and the wing installation.
Therefore, the deflection angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system based
on the stall angle of attack is affected by these parameters. Figure 13a shows the ducted
lift-increasing system’s deflection angle–velocity envelope based on the stall angle of attack
after the wing area increased by 10%, 20%, and 30%, and Figure 13b shows the deflection
angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system’s variation diagram based on
the stall angle of attack after the maximum lift coefficient increased by 10%, 20%, and 30%.
It can be seen that changing the wing area and changing the maximum stall lift coefficient
can change the position of the deflection angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing
system based on the stall angle of attack. The flight envelope moves to the left when
increasing the wing area and increasing the maximum stall lift coefficient, and the flight
envelopes expand by 4.6%, 6.9%, and 11.6%.
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Figure 12. The influence of different deflection speeds on power. (a) Pull-force change curve of lift fan; (b) pull-force change
curve of ducted lift-increasing system.
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Figure 13. The influence of aerodynamic parameters on the flight corridor. (a) Influence curve of wing area; (b) influence
curve of maximum lift coefficient.

The right boundary of the flight corridor of the vertical take-off and landing fixed-
wing UAV is determined by the deflection angle–speed envelope of the power-based
ducted lift-increasing system, thus reducing the required power of the flight state or
increasing the available power of the flight system. It is possible to change the deflection
angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system. Figure 14 shows the deflection
angle–speed envelope of the ducted lift-increasing system based on power after increasing
the available power by 10% and 20%. It can be seen that as the available power increases,
the power-based ducted lift-increasing system’s deflection angle–speed envelope moves
to the right, thus expanding the flight corridor boundary. It is calculated that the flight
envelope expands by 21% and 40%. As shown in Figures 13 and 14, the effect of using
the improvement in the overall parameters to expand the flight corridor is worse than
using available power to expand the flight corridor under the same percentage. That is,
the effect of using energy to expand the flight corridor is more significant than using the
overall parameters. As the effect of the power parameters increased by 10% and that of
the aerodynamic parameters also increased by 10%, it can be observed that increasing
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the power can enlarge the transition corridor by 21%, while increasing the aerodynamic
parameters can only expand the transition corridor by 4.6%.
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5. Conclusions

(1) The model proposed in this article can describe the transitional flight corridor of a
vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV;

(2) The left boundary of the transition flight corridor of this type of vertical take-off
and landing fixed-wing UAV is determined by the maximum lift coefficient during the
transition flight, and the right boundary is determined by the maximum available power;

(3) In the process of transition flight, the transition completion time with a small
attitude angle is the shortest, while the transition power deflection at a large attitude angle
is slower, and the completion process is stable.

(4) Enlarging the transition corridor of this type of UAV through the design of overall
parameters, the results show that the improvement in the transition corridor by increasing
the available power is more obvious than that when increasing the aerodynamic parameter
in the same proportion.
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